SAT Modulo Theories (SMT) consists of deciding the satisfiability of a formula with respect to a decidable background theory, such as linear integer arithmetic, bit-vectors, etc, in first-order logic with equality. SMT has its roots in the field of verification. It is known that the SAT technology offers an interesting, efficient and scalable method for constraint solving, as many experimentations have shown. Although there already exist some results pointing out the adequacy of SMT techniques for constraint solving, there are no available tools to extensively explore such adequacy. In this paper we introduce a tool for translating FlatZinc (MiniZinc intermediate code) instances of constraint satisfaction problems to the standard SMT-LIB language. It can be used for deciding satisfiability as well as for optimization. The tool determines the required logic for solving each instance. The obtained results suggest that SMT can be effectively used to solve CSPs.
Introduction
Over the last decade there have been important advances in the Boolean satisfiability (SAT) solving techniques, to the point that nowadays modern SAT solvers can tackle real-world problem instances with millions of variables. Hence, SAT solvers have become a viable engine for solving combinatorial discrete problems. For instance, in [2] , an application that compiles specifications written in a declarative modeling language into SAT is shown to give promising results. Interesting comparisons between SAT and Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP) encodings and techniques can be found in [13] .
SAT techniques have been adapted for more expressive logics. For instance, in the case of Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT), the problem is to decide the satisfiability of a formula with respect to a decidable background theory (or combinations of them) in first order logic with equality [9, 11] . Some of these theories are (quantifier free) Linear Integer Arithmetic (QF LIA), Integer Difference Logic (QF IDL), Linear Real Arithmetic (QF LRA), Uninterpreted Functions (QF UF), Non-linear Integer Arithmetic (QF NIA), etc [10] .
Usually, SMT solvers deal with problems with thousands of clauses like, e.g., x + 3 < y ∨ y = f (f (x + 2)) ∨ g(y) ≤ 1, containing atoms over combined theories, and involving functions with no predefined interpretation, i.e., uninterpreted functions. Adaptations of SAT techniques to the SMT framework have been described in [12] . Although most SMT solvers are restricted to decidable quantifier free fragments of their logics, this suffices for many applications. The main application area of SMT is hardware and software verification. Nevertheless, there are already promising results in the direction of adapting SMT techniques for solving CSPs (see e.g. [1]) even in the case of combinatorial optimization (see e.g. [7] ). Fundamental challenges on SMT for constraint programming and optimization are detailed in [8] .
Since the beginning of Constraint Programming (CP), its holy grail has been to obtain a declarative language allowing users to easily specify their problem and forget about the techniques required to solve it. Among many others [2, 4, 6] , MiniZinc [6] is proposed to be a standard CP modeling language. CSP models and data are written in the MiniZinc language which, after compilation, result into CSP instances codified in a sort of intermediate code called FlatZinc. Several solvers, such as Gecode, ECL i PS e and SICStus Prolog, provide specialized backends for this intermediate language.
In this paper we introduce a tool called fzn2smt 1 for solving FlatZinc CSP instances through SMT. Our work is similar to that of [1], where a compiler from a declarative language to the standard SMT-LIB language [10] was developed, and to that of FZNTini [5] , that solves FlatZinc CSP instances through SAT. As FZNTini, our system fzn2smt does not only solve decision problems but also optimization problems, and uses FlatZinc as input language, supporting all its standard data types and constraints. The logic required for solving each instance is determined automatically by fzn2smt during the translation.
Architecture of the Tool
The architecture of fzn2smt is depicted in Fig. 1 throughout the process of compiling and solving. The input of the compiler is a FlatZinc instance, which is translated into an SMT instance (in the standard SMT-LIB format) and fed into an SMT solver. Due to the large number of existing SMT solvers, each one supporting different combinations of theories, the user can choose which solver to use (default being Yices [3]).
FlatZinc has three solving options: solve satisfy, solve minimize x and solve maximize x, where x is an integer variable. Since currently optimization is not supported in the SMT-LIB language, we have naively implemented it by means of iterative calls performing a binary search on the domain of the variable to optimize. Moreover, since there is no standard output model in the SMT-LIB language 2 , we need a specialized recover module for each solver in order to obtain the answers in the standard FlatZinc output format. In this work we have only
